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Abstract. With the introduction of multi-core CPUs, multi-threaded
programming is becoming significantly more popular. Unfortunately, it
is difficult for programmers to ensure their code is correct because current
languages are too low-level.
Atomic sections are a recent language primitive that expose a higher
level interface to programmers. Thus they make concurrent program-
ming more straightforward. Atomic sections can be compiled using trans-
actional memory or lock inference, but ensuring correctness and good
performance is a challenge. Transactional memory has problems with IO
and contention, whereas lock inference algorithms are often too imprecise
which translates to a loss of parallelism at runtime.
We define a lock inference algorithm that has good precision. We give
the operational semantics of a model OO language, and define a no-
tion of correctness for our algorithm. We then prove correctness using
Isabelle/HOL.
1 Introduction
Programmers increasingly need to write multi-threaded programs to make full
use of the available hardware. When writing multi-threaded code, programmers
typically use the same data-structures and algorithms as sequential code. How-
ever, many simple sequential assumptions that allow local reasoning about pro-
gram behaviour no longer hold in a concurrent setting. For instance, one can
no-longer assume that the value stored in a variable is the value last written by
the local thread. Writing code that is robust enough to remain correct, despite
these weak semantics, is a mammoth task compared to writing sequential code
where the assumptions always hold.
In order to stay productive, programmers often try to make operations atomic
[15], using locks. If a block of code is atomic, a programmer can once again
make sequential assumptions and reason locally about the behaviour of his code.
Unfortunately, locks are extremely unforgiving. Small errors can cause the silent
loss of atomicity (an atomicity violation). Even if the locking code is sufficient for
atomicity, there are extra constraints that must be met to avoid deadlock. Finally,
even if programmers understand these details, they can have great difficulty when
writing large programs that have many complicated thread interactions.
Programmers create large programs using encapsulation. This allows them
to concentrate on small parts of the program without worrying about the rest.
However, in a concurrent scenario, it is not possible to lock successfully with-
out having intimate knowledge of the behaviour of any called functions. If the
internal behaviour of a function changes, it may be necessary to update locking
code in distant parts of the program, to reflect these changes. Thus programmers
lose encapsulation and consequently have to reason about much more than just
the local code and state. The loss of encapsulation results in the perception of
concurrent programming as prohibitively difficult.
The difficulty of using locks has led to the introduction of a new language
primitive - the atomic section. Using this primitive, programmers need only des-
ignate an arbitrary block as an atomic section and the implementation does any
global reasoning and instrumentation required so that sequential assumptions
hold. Thus, programmers can make these assumptions, without having to write
complex locking code, and without losing the benefits of encapsulation.
The problem moves from the application programmer to the language imple-
mentation, which must output code without atomicity violations, and without
sacrificing parallel performance. Whatever mechanisms are used by the imple-
mentation, they must be used carefully. Any emergent behaviours such as dead-
locks must be prevented or otherwise not exposed to the programmer, who should
be able to use atomic sections free from implementation-specific constraints.
Current implementations of atomic sections use either transactional memory
[1, 17] or lock inference [11, 9, 5, 3]. Transactional memory relies on being able to
rollback blocks of code whose atomicity has been violated, but in general this
means it cannot allow I/O or system calls in atomic sections. This restriction
cannot in general be hidden from the programmer. Lock inference does not have
this problem, but relies on precise static approximation of program behaviour.
The more precise the inference, the more threads are allowed to execute in paral-
lel. Programmers should not have to design their code so that the lock inference
can easily understand it.
Our lock inference algorithm [5] is designed to give good precision. Whereas
previous work relies on pointer analysis to statically model program behaviours,
we use a more direct approach that has more in common with how programmers
infer locks manually. However since our approach does not make such extensive
use of proven technology, its correctness is brought into question. The contri-
bution of this paper is a notion of correctness for our analysis, and an account
of our experience proving it in the Isabelle proof assistant. In Section 2 we give
examples showing how our analysis works. In Section 3 we formalise a model
Object-Oriented language, our lock inference algorithm, the notion of correct-
ness that binds them together, and describe our experience with Isabelle. In
Section 4 we compare to related work and we conclude with Section 5.
2 Approach
We use a two phase locking protocol [8]. We derive a set of locks that we acquire
before the atomic section and release afterwards. Our inference therefore takes
an atomic section as input, which we call a program. We henceforth assume
that atomic sections have already been converted into Control Flow Graphs
(CFGs) and are therefore ready for program analysis. For simplicity, we assume
Fig. 1. Two example atomic sections
that atomic blocks are never nested1. We use a runtime mechanism that detects
when a thread’s lock acquisition would cause a deadlock [14] and rolls back all
the lock acquisitions of that thread. Since lock acquisitions are together at the
beginning of the atomic section, no transaction log is required to facilitate the
roll back. We also assume everything accessed from an atomic section is shared
between threads, and everything shared between threads is only accessed from
atomic sections. We will discuss sharing more in section 5.
Consider the atomic section in Fig. 1. We use a backwards ‘may’ analysis to
infer a set of locks at each edge. We assume every object has a lock that protects
it, as in Java. Starting at node 6, we first infer a lock to protect the access of the
object tmp_tyre. This propagates towards the beginning of the atomic section,
where lock acquisition code is inserted. However, we have to translate locks as
they are propogated to account for the statements they pass through. E.g. at
node 5, bus.tyre is assigned to tmp_tyre, so acquiring the lock on tmp_tyre
before node 5 does not help us ensure atomicity since it is not the object accessed
at node 6. However, the correct object is held in bus.tyre so we can lock that
instead. Also at node 5, a lock is inferred to protect the access of bus.
At node 4, we infer a lock to protect the veh access, but we also need to
lock spare_tyre. This is because veh and bus may be aliases, and thus it may
have been spare_tyre that was pressurised. In general we do not know, so we
approximate. In this case we include both the bus.tyre lock (not aliased case)
and the spare_tyre lock (aliased case).
In both branches of the conditional, there is a copy statement. At node 3,
we translate veh to bus but since the set already contains bus, we effectively
lose veh. Node 2 is similar. Since we do not know which branch will be chosen
at node 1, we take the union of the two branches to form the final result. It is
this set of locks that we hold for the duration of the atomic section.
1 At runtime, one can set a flag that disables the inferred locks of inner atomic sections.
The right hand side of Fig. 1 is an atomic section that iterates over objects.
Here, the algorithm as described above would not terminate. To force the analysis
to terminate, we use a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) [12] at each
edge, instead of the set of locks. When they contain a cycle, NFAs can finitely
represent the unbounded set of objects accessed by such iterations. We call such
NFAs path graphs.
There are many subtle mechanisms at work in our approach – e.g. the transla-
tion of locks across assignments, the handling of aliasing, and the use of NFAs to
force termination. One could be forgiven for not immediately having confidence
in the correctness of our algorithm. Fortunately, we can prove its correctness, as
we will shortly demonstrate.
3 The Formal System
We will now give a syntax and semantics for a small Java-like language, the
program analysis transition functions over this language, and then prove that the
given transition functions infer correct locking information. Notation: A ⇀ B
is the type of a partial map, [a 7→ b, c 7→ d] is a partial map that maps a to b
and c to d. We use _ to indicate an anonymous variable. We denote the empty
sequence with ε and use . to prepend values onto sequences. Sometimes, for
readability, we use commas instead of logical conjunctions (∧).
3.1 Syntax and Semantics
We analyse atomic sections independently, which we refer to as Programs. We
assume programs have already been converted to a control flow graph (CFG)
representation, where function calls are handled using bounded callstrings to
approximate recursion at a fixed depth [18].
We let x, y, z range over local stack variables, f, g range over fields. Every
CFG node has a unique id n chosen from some countable set Node. Thus our
program P is defined in Fig. 2. In order, the statements are copy assignment,
object construction, heap load, heap store, and condition. Every statement has a
given successor n which is where execution proceeds after that statement, except
the condition 〈n;n′〉 which non-deterministically chooses to continue execution
from either n or n′. If a node has the successor n where P (n) is undefined then
the atomic section terminates. The right-hand program in Fig. 1 is therefore
P = [1 7→ 〈3; 2〉, 2 7→ [x = x.n; 1]], note that P (3) is undefined.
We now give a model of the accesses incurred by an execution of a program
P (we are not interested in the resulting heap or stack). This model is abstract,
but not static. We have a judgement P ⊢ h, σ, n  A. The intuition is that the
sequence of actions A are performed by an execution of P , from the initial heap
and stack h, σ and from the initial CFG node n. To represent non-terminating
executions, we allow the execution to cease at any point. The sequence A may
thus be shorter than a completed execution. However, our correctness theorem
generalises over A, so it covers complete as well as incomplete executions. Note
P ∈ Program = Node ⇀ Statement
st ∈ Statement ::= [x = y;n] | [x = new;n] | [x = y.f ;n] | [x.f = y;n] | 〈n;n′〉
a ∈ Addr = N
v ∈ V alue ::= a | null
h ∈ Heap = Addr ⇀ Object
Object = Field→ V alue
f, g ∈ Field
σ ∈ Stack = V ar ⇀ V alue
x, y, z ∈ V ar
α ∈ Action = a | τ
(Stop)
P ⊢ h, σ, n ε
P (n) = [x = y;n′] (Copy)
P ⊢ h, σ[x 7→ σ(y)], n′  A
P ⊢ h, σ, n τ.A
P (n) = 〈n′;n′′〉 (Cond)
P ⊢ h, σ, n′  A ∨ P ⊢ h, σ, n′′  A
P ⊢ h, σ, n τ.A
P (n) = [x.f = y;n′] (Store)
a = σ(x)
P ⊢ h[(a, f) 7→ σ(y)], σ, n′  A
P ⊢ h, σ, n a.A
P (n) = [x = new;n′] (New)
a /∈ dom(h)
P ⊢ h[a 7→ λf.null], σ[x 7→ a], n′  A
P ⊢ h, σ, n τ.(A[a 7→ τ ])
P (n) = [x = y.f ;n′] (Load)
a = σ(y)
P ⊢ h, σ[x 7→ h(a, f)], n′  A
P ⊢ h, σ, n a.A
Fig. 2. Syntax and Semantics of Execution Model
that while the language does not allow assignment of null, the runtime uses null
as a default field value, and allows null to be stored on the stack. Assignment
of null can thus be encoded by reading an uninitialised field.
We can consider the execution of the above example P in the heap h = [1 7→
(n 7→ 2), 2 7→ (n 7→ 3), 3 7→ (n 7→ 3)] and the stack σ = [x 7→ 1]. The heap is
undefined at addresses other than 1, 2, 3, and by abuse of notation, fields other
than n are null. The execution would normally not terminate because the “list”
contains a cycle. However, the judgement P ⊢ h, σ, 1 1.2.3.ε holds regardless.
It is also true that P ⊢ h, σ, 1 1.2.ε and in fact ∀P, h, σ, n : P ⊢ h, σ, n ε.
Note that we do not record accesses of objects that are constructed by P , due
to the substitution in (New). This is because the locks that we infer will ensure
that the new object remains thread-local until the end of the atomic section, so
we do not have to infer a lock for constructed objects.
3.2 Analysis Transition Functions
To infer locks that make P execute atomically, we use a backwards ‘may’ analysis
to infer a static approximation of the set of objects, the path graph, accessed by
P . This is in contrast to the complete set of possible A such that P ⊢ h, σ, n A,
which cannot be known statically.
Our representation of P is a control flow graph (CFG). At each CFG edge
we accumulate a path graph, which is a special kind of nondeterministic finite
automaton where every state is an exit state. A path graph is a finite repre-
sentation of a potentially infinite set of locks, e.g. for the iteration example in
Fig. 1, we do not infer the infinite set of locks {x, x.n, x.n.n, . . .}, rather the
finite path graph {x → 2, 2 →n 2}. First we will give a formal definition of
path graphs, then we give the formal transition functions that show how path
graphs are pushed around the CFG as the analysis reaches its fixed point. The
definitions are in Fig. 3. We lock a path graph using multi-granularity locks. We
first remove nodes involved in cycles, locking all objects that have the same type
as those nodes. We then take the set of paths through the path graph and lock
them in prefix order, ignoring any objects whose types are already locked.
Edge ::= x → n | n→f n′
G ∈ PathGraph = P(Edge)
X ∈ AnalysisState = Node→ PathGraph
acc : Node→ Statement→ PathGraph
tr : Node→ Statement→ PathGraph→ PathGraph
acc(n)[x = y;_] = ∅
acc(n)[x = new;_] = ∅
acc(n)[x = y.f ;_] = {y → n}
acc(n)[x.f = y;_] = {x → n}
tr(n)[x = y;_](G) = G \ {x → n′|x → n′ ∈ G} ∪ {y → n′|x → n′ ∈ G}
tr(n)[x = new;_](G) = G \ {x → n′|x → n′ ∈ G}
tr(n)[x = y.f ;_](G) = G \ {x → n′|x → n′ ∈ G} ∪ {n →f n′|x → n′ ∈ G}
tr(n)[x.f = y;_](G) = G \ {n′ →f _|x → n′ ∈ G,
(∄z 6= x : z → n′ ∈ G),
(∄n′′′ : n′′′ →_ n′ ∈ G)}
∪ {y → n′|_→f n′ ∈ G}
Fig. 3. The analysis
The state of the analysis, X , stores a path graph at each CFG node, which
represents the path graph at the edges pointing into that node. For conditional
nodes P (n) = 〈n′;n′′〉, we simply have X(n) = X(n′) ∪ X(n′′), as is standard
with backwards ‘may’ analyses. For all other nodes n, where P (n) = [st;n′],
we calculate X(n) as follows: X(n) = acc(n)(st) ∪ tr(n)(st)(X(n′)). The access
function acc provides the locks required to protect accesses performed by the
local node n. The translation function tr translates path graphs from below n
so that their meaning is preserved in spite of the changes to the heap and stack
caused by n.
The access function adds locks to protect load and store statements, and
otherwise adds nothing. The translation functions we will explain one at a time.
Copy statements are handled simply by replacing x → n′ with y → n′ (for
any n′). Construction is similar except it only removes edges. Accesses are ‘lost’
when they propagate through construction because the analysis realises that
the object accessed is actually thread-local and therefore does not need to be
locked. Loads are similar to copies, except that the x→ n′ edge gets replaced by
a n→f n′ edge. This only makes sense if we can guarantee that an edge y → n
exists in the new path graph. This is easily shown, however, since the access
function adds precisely this edge. The case for store is (as one would expect) the
most complicated. First, we can see that it adds an edge from y to any node
in the path graph that might have been affected by the assignment to the f
field. This is because we conservatively assume everything can be an alias of
everything else. However, we know syntactically that x is an alias of x, so we
can remove any x.f accesses from the path graph. At node 4 of Fig. 1, we have
veh.tyre = spare_tyre, and below we have X(5) = {bus→ 5, 5 →tyre 6}. We
therefore add the edge {veh → 4} due to the access function acc. We also add
{spare_tyre → 6} due to the last part of the translation function tr. There is
no veh→ 5 in X(5), but even if there was, we would still not subtract 5 →tyre 6
from X(5) because bus→ 5 is present.
When the analysis reaches a fixed point, we know that the path graph X(n)
at every node n satisfies the constraints in Fig. 3. We denote this with P ⊢ X .
3.3 Soundness
We want our inferred path graph at the initial edge X(n) to represent at least
the addresses accessed by the program as it executes. For this we need a con-
cretisation function γ that interprets X(n) in a given stack and heap to reveal
which addresses it statically represents. We overload this function to also extract
the addresses from a sequence of actions A (i.e. ignoring duplicate addresses and
τ actions). We can state the theorem we want to prove:
Theorem 1. Soundness:
P ⊢ h, σ, n A
P ⊢ X
}
=⇒ γ(A) ⊆ γ(h, σ,X(n))
Proof: Induction over length of A.
This intuitively says that whatever may be accessed by an execution beginning
from n, these accesses will be represented by the path graph at that node in the
fixed point of the analysis. It remains to see how to define γ in the case of path
graphs.
3.4 Assigning meaning to path graphs
We now consider an arbitrary path graph G and an assignment ϕ which maps
each node in this path graph to a set of addresses. We will define γ by flatten-
ing an appropriate ϕ, i.e. just keeping the set of addresses mapped by ϕ and
forgetting at which node they occur.
Definition 1. Valid assignments:
h, σ ⊢ G : ϕ⇐⇒ (∀x 7→ n ∈ G : σ(x) ∈ ϕ(n)) ∧
(∀n→f n′ ∈ G : {h(a, f)|a ∈ ϕ(n)} ⊆ ϕ(n′))
The intuition is that if the path graph contains the edge x → n then we want
ax = σ(x) to be present in ϕ at n. However, if the stack is undefined at that
variable, or if it is null then we ignore it. If the stack contains a valid address
ax for x, and G also contains n→
f n′ then we want h(ax, f) to be present at n
′,
unless that address is not defined on the heap2 or the field contains null. We
want addresses to flow around the path graph, initially with stack lookups, and
then using the heap to follow field edges and find more addresses. Even if the
path graph contains a cycle, such as with our linked list example, then the set
of addresses involved can remain finite since the heap is finite. This is a purely
theoretical mechanism to allow us to realise a path graph in a given stack and
heap. At run-time we will use multi-granularity locks to effectively lock many
more addresses than ϕ. To formally represent the flowing around the path graph,
we give a judgement h, σ ⊢ G : ϕ, and we let γ(h, σ,G) be the flattened minimal
ϕ that satisfies h, σ ⊢ G : ϕ. We say that an assignment is valid in the context
of some h, σ,G if it satisfies this judgement.
Note that there will likely be many valid ϕ for a given h, σ,G. In particular,
∀h, σ,G : h, σ ⊢ G : ϕmax where ϕmax = λn.Addr. There will, however, be
one minimal ϕ for a particular h, σ,G. We can define a partial ordering over
assignments by lifting ⊆ point-wise: ϕ1 ⊑ ϕ2 ⇐⇒ ∀n.ϕ1(n) ⊆ ϕ2(n). We also
let ϕ1 ⊓ϕ2 = λn.ϕ1 ∩ϕ2, i.e. the point-wise intersection of the two assignments.
Theorem 2. Valid assignments join to make valid assignments:
h, σ ⊢ G : ϕ1
h, σ ⊢ G : ϕ2
}
=⇒ h, σ ⊢ G : (ϕ1 ⊓ ϕ2)
Proof: Follows from the definitions.
If we define the minimal assignment:
Φ(h, σ,G) =
d
{ϕ|h, σ ⊢ G : ϕ}
Using the above theorem, we know that h, σ ⊢ G : Φ(h, σ,G). Clearly, there
cannot be any other valid ϕ ⊏ Φ(h, σ,G). Now we can finish our notion of
correctness by defining γ(h, σ,G) = flatten(Φ(h, σ,G)).
3.5 Proof
We have proved correctness in Isabelle/HOL using Proofgeneral [2]. The file is
800 lines long, takes 30 seconds to process on a 3GHz P4, and is available online
[6]. Aside from basic notation, explicit quantifiers, and explicit handling of the
cases where partial maps do not contain a mapping from a particular value, the
Isabelle/HOL formalism is identical to the one considered here.
Theorem 2 and many auxiliary lemmas were proved automatically. Theorem
1 was a long proof but often the final stages of each case were automatic. In
2 Although this cannot happen in a language like Java, for simplicity our formalism
permits initial stacks/heaps to contain undefined addresses.
particular, the extra details that are required in a proof assistant (but usually
omitted in a hand-written proof) can usually be handled automatically at the
beginning or end of the proof. We originally proved correctness with a slightly
different formalism that had an extra parameter in the execution judgement to
accumulate the constructed objects and needed only primitive recursion on A
in the (New) rule. We later converted this to the form given in the paper. The
conversion required us to manually intervene in the proof, but in all cases except
(New) this was very easy, needing only the removal of any references to the
extra parameter. Our overall experience with Isabelle was positive, and we enjoy
having greater confidence in the correctness of our proof.
4 Related Work
As our work is an implementation of atomic sections we compare it first with the
more popular atomic section implementation technique of transactional memory
and then with other lock inference techniques.
Transactional memory [10, 1, 17] has trouble with I/O, which presents no
problem with lock inference approaches. Conversely, transactions (being dy-
namic) can handle reflection easily, whereas lock inference has to be conservative.
Particularly, plugin systems can cause problems for lock inference, but we expect
that JIT techniques would be a solution. Transactional memory needs compiler
support to instrument code with logging mechanisms, but lock inference requires
much more compiler support in the form of complex analyses. Conversely, trans-
actions use a lot of runtime mechanisms to detect conflict and rollback, whereas
lock inference only needs locks at runtime. In terms of performance, transac-
tions can waste cycles rolling back, but have perfect granularity. Lock inference
must use conservative approximation and thus will always have worse granular-
ity than transactional memory. However, the granularity of lock inference is still
reasonable, and can be very good if ownership types are available [4].
Lock inference algorithms have become more precise over time. Initially they
used only points-to sets to statically characterise objects with very coarse granu-
larity [19, 11], or if they did have better precision, they restricted assignment and
required annotations [16]. More recently, custom alias analyses have been used
to allow instance locks without annotations, falling back to static locks if aliasing
is uncertain [7, 9], but the choice of instance/static locks was still on a per-object
basis. Only recently [5, 3] have multi-granularity locks been used to allow the in-
stance/static distinction on a per-atomic-section basis. Also, only recently have
analyses begun to use translation techniques to handle assignment [5, 3] without
coarsening the lock granularity. One key difference between our approach and [3]
is that they force termination with a simple static bound, whereas we represent
cycles accurately within an NFA. The program analysis used by Khedker et al.
[13] was very similar to ours, but there it is used to infer object liveness for the
purpose of accelerating garbage collection. We believe our approach is the only
one that prevents deadlock with a dynamic mechanism. The other approaches
attempt to statically order lock acquisitions, falling back to static locks if this is
not possible.
One contribution of Cherem et al. [3] is a framework for specifying and com-
bining lock inference approaches. Although they distinguished between derefer-
encing and object offset, whereas we just use fields, we believe our NFA approach
can be represented in this framework. However, it is less useful because our ap-
proach is monolithic, supporting all the features we need without needing to be
combined with other analyses. Another contribution of the above is a notion of
correctness that is intuitively similar to ours, but specialised for their approach.
5 Conclusion
We have proved that our lock inference infers at least the objects accessed by
the body of an atomic section. Since we use a two phase locking discipline,
we therefore know that the atomic section executes atomically. It may not be
clear why we used a single-threaded semantics; e.g., how can we be sure that
other threads won’t change the state so that the locked object was not the one
accessed? We get this property for free from the locking discipline, since we lock
any shared memory accessed.
We assume that all shared memory accesses occur in atomic blocks, a prop-
erty that all the more efficient atomic section implementations require. In prac-
tice, both lock inference and transactional memory would greatly benefit from
a type system to distinguish between thread-local and shared memory (e.g. [17,
1]), since thread-local state need not be protected by locks or logged by a trans-
action. Some may argue that such a type system would restrict programmers,
but choosing between shared and thread local memory is already an important
design decision that programmers often document with comments. The type
system would enforce these comments by ensuring that local memory is never
shared, and shared memory is always accessed within atomic sections.
Our analysis supports read/write locks for better precision, but we omitted
this detail for simplicity. We could extend the proof to additionally require that
the path graph node where an address is represented is the same as the CFG node
where the access occurs during execution. Knowing the statement is sufficient
to know what kind of access occurred there. The path graphs already store this
information, but in the proof presented here we “flattened” this detail.
Our previous paper gave an implementation that released locks as early as
possible, by calculating the difference between the CFG edges either side of each
node. It would be good to prove that this is correct and we hope to do that
soon. We are working on an implementation for Java, using Soot, that correctly
handles features like arrays, functions, exceptions, constructors, finalizers, static
initializers, and static members. Extending the proof to cover these constructs
is also left as further work.
We believe that using ownership types would give us much better granularity
when converting path graphs to actual locking code [4]. For instance, we could
lock only the nodes that are iterated through, in a list, rather than every node
in the system. We have avoided using ownership types until now because of the
type annotations required. Inferring ownership type annotations would therefore
be a useful subject for further work. We believe that with ownership types and
knowledge of thread locality, we can infer locks with granularity equivalent or
better than manual locking, and additionally with guaranteed correctness.
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